
Lecture 7 – One Sample z test: 

Recap of Hypothesis Testing: 

 A z score is an individual’s score within a sample (relative standing amongst the sample).  

 Distribution of hypothetical sample means = sampling distribution of the mean. 

 In hypothesis testing compare our mean to the hypothetical pool of sample means. 

 

Z test for a Single Mean: 

 Compare sample mean to some constant number where population variance (σx
2
) is known.  

 

Example: µ=50, σ=10, n=25 and �̅�=53. Hypotheses; Ho; µ=50 and HA; µ>50.  

 Option 1 = Find p(obs/Ho); 

This is the probability of obtaining the observed result (or more extreme) if the null 

hypothesis is true, that is, compare p (�̅�>53) to α. 

  If p is very small there are two possibilities; 

1. Null is true and the result is unusual. 

2. Null is not true and result is expected. 

 Calculating z = p (�̅�>53) => p(z>1.5) ∴ p = 0.0668.  

If the null hypothesis is true the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme as 

this one is 6.68%.  

 Decision = do not reject Ho.  

 

α, the criterion of significance: 

There is a small chance that there is really no difference in the population and this result arose 

simply by chance.  

 

Option 2 Find Critical Z: 

 Find the value of z that cuts off α and compare it to the observed z.  

 If observed z is in this region (i.e. Zobs > Zcrit) then p must be < .05.  

 For a one-tailed test at .05 Zcrit is 1.64, hence, if Zobs is > 1.64 we reject the null hypothesis.  

 

Option 3 Find Critical �̅�: 

 Find critical z and convert it to original units of dependent variable.  

 If observed X̅ is in this region then p must be < .05.  

 You can determine the X̅crit before you know the sample mean value. 

 

 



Lecture 5: 

On Validity: 

 

When Constructing a Measure: 

 - Reliability = does it measure the construct with little error. 

 - Construct Validity = are we measuring what we think we are? 

 - Internal Validity = can we infer causality? 

 - External Validity = can we generalise our findings?  

 

Reliability: 

 - Test-Retest reliability = a personality measure two weeks apart. 

 - Internal consistency = ten question Self-Esteem measure.  

 

Construct Validity: 

 - Does content of measure reflect the meaning of the construct?  

 - How does this measure relate to other measures?  

 

Risk Taking Measure: 

 - Four different factors; thrill seeking, rebellious, reckless and antisocial behaviours.  

 

Face Validity: 

 - Look at each item (does it appear to assess risk taking?) 

 - Not a requirement. 

 

Content Validity: 

 - Look at the whole measure (is it capturing all the important aspects of risk taking?)  

 

For our Measure of Risk Taking: 

 - Predictive Validity = future, conceptually related behaviours e.g. criminal record. 

 - Convergent Validity = scores on measures of similar constructs e.g. self-confidence. 

 - Concurrent Validity = distinguish between theoretically relevant behaviours. 

 - Discriminant Validity = zero correlation to what it should’ve related to e.g. empathy.  

 

Key Features of Experiments: 

 - Internal Validity = ability to infer that IV causes changes in DV.  

  = Covariation between two variables, and temporal precedence.  

 

Ways to Increase Internal Validity 1: 

 - Experimental Control = only the IV changes across conditions. 

  = No confounds; variables that co-vary with the IV that may explain part of the result.  


